BIBLICAL FOUNDATION
BIG CONCEPTS
God is the one working to reconcile the world to Himself, our job is to join His work…
Sin is always the ULTIMATE obstacle, separating people from God…
The Bible is the final authority of all truth and reveals God AS HE IS…
Answering the question of who Jesus is can be the most effective method of apologetics…
Apologetics is a form of evangelism (some call it “pre-evangelism”)…
Apologetics is also a form of discipleship (strengthening the faith of believers)…
Apologetics is most fruitful when we build from the truths God has already put in people’s hearts…
Much confusion can be cleared up simply by asking questions and exploring presuppositions…

SUPPORTING CONCEPTS
TRUTH
The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom, and the foundation of a biblical worldview…
Understanding Christ is the key to all wisdom and knowledge, and refuting false philosophies…
God’s universe is ordered and structured and consistent, and He wants us to know it…
We need to think biblically, which is to think how God thinks, which is to never think falsely…
Everyone already has a knowledge of God, but is suppressing that truth…
God creates, Satan destroys; God is light and life, Satan brings darkness and death…
Christianity is the most logical and reasonable explanation of reality…
The Bible itself is the surest source for all apologetics methods and objectives…
LOGIC
Christians must be able to recognize and refute falsehoods because many seek to deceive the church…
We are called to destroy every bad argument (in order to rebuild on the truth)…
All Christians are commanded to know WHY we believe WHAT we believe…
Acts 17:2-3,17,31 The Bible does not call us to a blind faith, but one based in evidence and reasonable proof…
LOVE
True Love shares the Ultimate Truth: we all must repent before God…
The unity of believers as the body of Christ is evidence that Jesus was sent by God out of love…
We are called to bring intellectual correction with GENTLENESS and HUMILITY…
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